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1- Title of the article and head/foot of the article
The title of the article is written with Verdana (or Arial) characters, size 14. It is spaced out with the head of the page by 36 pts. It is spaced out with the authors list by 24 pts.

Author list is written with Times police, size 10, centred.
The authors are referenced with number exponents. The exponents refer to table below spaced out (with the author list) by 24 pts. This table specifies affiliation address of each author: it is written in Times characters, size 10. The first author is obligatory the contact author.
If all the authors come from the same institution, only one address is required and the emails are written using the following form:
{author1,author2,…}@aip-primeca.fr

The head of the article are (see also section 3.2):
	on the first page: it includes the direction of the article on the right hand: this article fits the conference “IDMME - Virtual Concept – Improve - Ingegraf 2014” as presented on the present template – these details are written with Verdana Size 9, Bold, the third line being underlined,

on every following page: the head of page includes a short title of the article (on right) and the name of the conference (on left): “IDMME - Virtual Concept – Improve – Ingegraf 2014” – these details are written with Verdana Size 8,
Foot notes respect following instructions (see also section 3.2):
	 pages are numbered (centred, bold, between two “-“),

the paper number is given (on the left), corresponding to the first number attributed after first electronic submission,
on the right, the mention “Copyright of IDMME - Virtual Concept – Improve - Ingegraf” is indicated.

2- Type of file
The article is only written in English. Authors only submit article in pdf file format. If it exceeds 3 Mo, please try to reduce weight, or contact conference organization. Full article or Final Camera-Ready Paper will only be submitted using easychair.
3- Margin and text
3.1 – Titles
3.1.1 –First Titles
First titles are numbered by respecting the following form:
1- xxx .
First titles are written with Verdana (or Arial) police, size 9, bold, and spaced out:
- by 24 pts with previous text; there is no vertical space if the title is located on the head of a column, 
- by 6 pts with following text.

A title may not be placed without a complete text following it, mainly on the bottom of a page.
3.1.2 – Sub-titles
Sub-title are numbered by respecting the following form: 
1.1- xxx.
Second level titles are written with Verdana (or Arial) police, size 9, indented by 0.5 cm (no bold), and spaced out:
- by 14 pts with previous text; there is no vertical space if the title is located on the head of a column, 
- by 6 pts with following text.

A title may not be placed without a complete text following it, mainly on the bottom of a page.
3.1.2 – Sub-sub-titles
Sub-title are numbered by respecting the following form: 
1.1.1- xxx.
Third level titles are written with Verdana (or Arial) police, size 9, indented by 0.7 cm (no bold), and spaced out:
- by 10 pts with previous text; there is no vertical space if the title is located on the head of a column, 
- by 6 pts with following text.
Sub-Sub Title: fourth level titles are size 10, Times, bold and directly followed by the text (like the present example). They are not numbered.

A title may not be placed without a complete text following it, mainly on the bottom of a page.
3.3 – Length and characters
The article length is imperatively 5 to 7 pages.
The non respect of the size may lead to the non-acceptation of the article.
All the article is written in Times characters, size 10, exception of titles, table and picture legends.
3.2 – Margin
The article is typed on A4 paper size (avoid the letter format paper). The text is written in two columns.
The margins are defined in the following picture for an A4 paper:
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Figure 1: Margins and paper size.
The first page of the article presents a top margin including the title of the conference.
After the opening page, the article presents a top margin having:
	on the left: the title of the conference: “IDMME - Virtual Concept 2010”

on the right: a short title of the article, not exceeding 5 words.
The bottom of each page of the article present the number of the page (in the centre) and the paper number (on the left).
4- Equation and numbers
Equations are necessarily referenced in the text. The equations are numbered (in order of apparition) with Arab numeral, put under parentheses, on the right margin of the column.
Every equation is written by using italic police.
Units respect the international system forms (m, g, s, etc.). A nomenclature may be proposed between the abstract and the main text.
The equations are spaced out above and below by 12 pts.
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5- Pictures and tables
The pictures and the tables are placed on one column or all across the page. They are centred. The pictures and the tables are necessarily referenced in the text.
The pictures are numbered, below, using bold text format, size 9, Times police. The legend is centred in the column or in the page:
Figure 1 : legend.
The tables are numbered, below, using bold text format, size 9, Times police. The legend is centred in the column or in the page:
Table 1 : legend.
A spacing out of 12 pts are below and above the pictures and the tables. A spacing out of 10 pts are below legend.
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Figure 2: function.
6- Towards the Camera Ready Paper
The first submitted article is referenced by an official number given by the electronic submission system. This number is imperatively written on the bottom of the page, on the left.
.
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The references are classified in alphabetical order. The reference uses the first letter of the both first (max) authors of the referenced article, followed by an Arabic number. References are given under square brackets. In bibliography, brackets and numbers are in bold.
Every reference must be cited in the text.
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